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English  

We are still thoroughly enjoying our Paddington topic! Last week we read a different Paddington story every day and 

thought about our new vocabulary words: unusual, exhausted, adventure and noticed (ask me about these words at home 

because we can now use them in a sentence). This week is our grammar focus week and we will be looking at using finger 

spaces. We are breaking our writing down to ensure that we are building on the fundaments of writing and ensuring we 

are secure in an aspect before moving on. Previously we have been looking at segmenting (spelling) words and thinking 

about every sound in the word by using our ‘robot arms’. This week we will be exploring finger spaces by making our own 

finger spacers and using coloured stamps to promote using finger spaces between words and making it clear to see. 

Extras 

 We have moved Welly Wednesday to Muddy Monday. 

 My PPA has been moved from Tuesday to Wednesday from now on. Mrs Jones will cover this and do art and R.E on 

Wednesday afternoon. 

 P.E is on Tuesday so please send your child in P.E kit. 

 Please remember to also read at home every day with your child and have a look at the home learning task. 

 

Phonics 

We will be looking at the sounds: qu       sh       ch. 

If you want to practise these sounds at home, type in ‘Geraldine Giraffe’ into youtube followed by the sound that you 

want to practise. We watch Geraldine in class and the children love it! 

We will have some of these sounds in our spellings to practise this week. 

Maths 

This week we will be finishing our topic of place value up to 10! We have counted objects in a one-to-one 

correspondence, thought about one more, one less, counted forwards and backwards, using ten frames, compared 

amounts and numbers, ordered amounts and numbers, looked at the < > = sign and will be completing an assessment on 

this topic at the end of the week. 

Topic 

We will be continuing with our topic of ‘Ourselves’ and will be exploring toys from the past. We will be looking at 

different toys from the past and comparing them to our toys that we have today. This will be linked to the home 

learning task as we will show these in the lesson. In Science we are continuing to think about our bodies and will be 

labelling our body parts. We will also be looking at Autumn and spotting signs of Autumn in our Muddy Monday sessions. 

Home Learning 

Every child now has their own brown home learning file that we put their weekly home learning in.  

Well done for doing the home learning at home so far! I am blown away with how much homework we have had back 

these two weeks! This is definitely the best class that I have ever taught that completes their homework (thank you 

parents- I really mean this! It makes our jobs a lot easier!) This week I have linked the home learning task to our topic 

lesson so please can you have a look at the sheet in your homework file as it explains your task. I have also added 4 

phonic words that focus on ch   sh   qu    and also 4 tricky words linking to Phase 2. There are more words this week 

so just have a go and do as many as you can, please. 


